NATIONAL ACTION PLAN
We are a nationwide movement, enabling youth employment
by strengthening already existing initiatives through partnerships and collaboration
between business, government, and community.
Pact4Youth offers inspiration, networking, communication, and resources.

In short - What is Pact4Youth?
Initiated by CSR Europe, Pact4Youth-Europe operates under the premise that youth inclusion in Europe is
imperative for societal and economic success. This will be achieved by bringing together representatives
for business, education, youth and European institutions to develop or consolidate partnerships in support
of youth employability and inclusion.
As a part of the pan-Europe initiative, Pact4Youth-Sweden is a multi-sectoral partnership dedicated to
including youth in mainstream society through employment or entrepreneurship. It is a commitment of the
Core Pact Team and a place for all stakeholders to find inspiration, resources, and new partnerships.
Pact4Youth-Sweden’s priorities:
● Increase cooperation between companies, schools, and other sectors.
● Reduce inequalities in the skills of young people.
● Strengthen models for youth to find their role in their work life.

What is this National Action Plan?
The National Action Plan (NAP) is the roadmap for Pact4Youth-Sweden to connect EU-level action to the
realities within Sweden, reflecting our needs and priorities. In this way, the Swedish NAP contributes to
achieving the Pact's goal of improving youth employability, entrepreneurial skills and social inclusion
across Europe.
Pact4Youth-Sweden’s national actions:
● Monthly Core Pact Team Breakfast Meetings - an opportunity for collaborative partnership and
networking amongst the Core Pact Team.
● Monthly Newsletters - available to all interested actors and stakeholders, highlighting relevant
publications; a featured Core Pact Team member; and other resources.
● Digital Marketplace - a space for all actors and stakeholders to network, find partnerships,
resources, and inspiration.
● Annual Conference for Core Pact Team, actors, and stakeholders.
● Engaging politicians and ministries to join the Pact4Youth movement.

Why Pact4Youth in Sweden?
Pact4Youth is strengthening already established initiatives, by bringing together the national players from
all sectors of society, in doing this, we are solving two major issues within Sweden:
1. Youth Unemployment and Well-Being:Youth unemployment is in fact one of Sweden’s most
important societal challenges - Swedish Ministry of Employment.1 This statement was made in
consideration that the actual employment rate in Sweden is quite low at 6.2% in 2017, however
youth unemployment is comparably high at 14.6%.2 It is possible for the majority of unemployed
youth to find employment within a relatively short period of time, however youth that are
marginalized in society face additional obstacles to gaining a firm foothold in the labour market youth with an incomplete secondary education, those with backgrounds from outside of the EU,
and youth with disabilities.3 In addition, more and more youth today are struggling with mental
health problems that may be exacerbated for youth outside of education or work.4
● Youth with an Incomplete Secondary Education: are particularly vulnerable with a higher
risk of becoming long-term unemployed or outside of the labor market.5 In 2015, 31% of
youth without a complete secondary education were not in employment, education, or
training (NEET).6
● Youth with a Background from Outside of EU: tend to have greater barriers to the labor
market than native-born, including a lack of language skills, lack of network, and
discrimination.7 Young migrants are 1.7 times as likely to be NEET, than native born.8
● Youth with Disabilities: face similar challenges as those with incomplete secondary
education. Employed people with disabilities generally have a lower level of education,
with 39% having secondary education as their highest level of education, in comparison to
47% for the entire population.9
2. Labor Shortage and Economic Well-Being: Despite the large number of immigrants moving
into Sweden, a growing population, and a growing number of youth receiving higher skills
education, Sweden will still face a labour shortage in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math
(STEM) fields. To compete in the global economy, Europe, Sweden and its businesses need a
highly skilled workforce capable of quickly adapting to new challenges.10,11,12

What will be our impact?
By 2020 Pact4Youth will have:
★ A committed Team of Core Pact Members.
★ A national network linking multi-sectoral stakeholders dedicated to bettering the lives of youth.
★ Bolstered existing and enabled new multi-sectoral partnerships and initiatives.
★ Developed an interactive digital space and resource center.
★ Supported an increase in the skill level of high-risk youth, with a special consideration of
increasing the skill level of girls.
★ Strengthened existing models for youth to find their role in the workplace.

Annex I

How was this NAP developed?
In developing this NAP, CSR-Sweden commissioned research on the status and forecast of youth
unemployment and the labour market in Sweden. This was used to identify the youth with the greatest needs
and as a basis to direct stakeholder dialogue and discussions with member companies, other business
leaders, government agencies, and relevant civil society organizations. Through this dialogue, CSR-Sweden
found a multitude of committed individuals and initiatives dedicated to youth; and each of these initiatives
are focused on a small piece of the puzzle. Though they are working for the same common goal, they are
disconnected from each other. It was obvious that these stakeholders need a way to find each other - to find
inspiration, knowledge and partnerships that strengthen their overall impact. Pact4Youth brings all the
players together, giving the venue for each piece of the puzzle to find their place and actually solve the big
picture of changing the lives of youth.
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